
INFOTEKBRIDGE
Third Party Integrations

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN 
INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGY

What Is InfotekBridge Key Benefits

Established in 2006, Infotek Consulting LLC was 

founded with the dedication to optimizing and 

streamlining business systems by simplifying complex 

technologies, leading to unrivaled operational 

efficiencies. In line with our core mission, we proudly 

present InfotekBridge, our Integration Platform as a 

Service (iPaaS) solution designed specifically for 3rd party 

ERP. Through automated data flow synchronization, 

InfotekBridge effortlessly maps data streams 

bidirectionally, ensuring a smooth and efficient exchange 

of information between disparate systems and ERP. To 

learn more about our 

Centralized data entry interface

Ensuring data integrity and preserving all business
logic validation

Streamlined automation through synchronous or
asynchronous scheduling

Swift implementation facilitated by our
comprehensive prebuilt integration packages for
third-party HRIS and payroll systems, CRM, AP and AR
systems, and various other systems

Securely hosted on Azure GCC High cloud, ensuring
data encryption in transit and at rest, while remaining
fully compliant with stringent security standards
including NIST 800-171, ITAR, CMMC, FAR, DFAR, PCI-
DSS, and other relevant regulations

Minimal implementation effort required, maximizing
efficiency and productivity
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WEB SERVICES EXTENSIBILITY

Data validations and data consistency are 

ensured using the web services

Some of the integrations built from / to ERP 

include, Stripe, ADP, , SalesForce, and 

Office365, etc.

Web services enable automated feeds from third 

party systems to and from ERP via native ERP APIs. 

Formats such as REST JSON, REST XML or SOAP are 

available, eliminating manual efforts. Infotek has 

deep expertise using web services to integrate ERP 

with third party applications via all of these options.
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Adding new screens & functionality 

Updating existing screens by adding new 

fields

Extending the functional processes like PO, 

AP vouchers, Projects, etc.

Customizing delivered reports Sending 

reminder & alert emails on specific conditions 

to ensure smooth flow of functional processes

 Extensibility framework allows for customization 

of the ERP application. We have expertise in the 

following:

INFOTEK INTEGRATIONS
Our services cover initial implementations, migrations, upgrades, REST JSON and XML API 

development, ongoing maintenance, and support. With expertise in integrating ERP software 

with other applications using web services, we enhance functionality and add value to your 

implementation.

https://infotekconsulting.net/infotekbridge-costpoint-to-stripe-rest-api-integration/
https://infotekconsulting.net/infotekbridge-costpoint-to-adp-rest-api-integration/
https://infotekconsulting.net/infotekbridge-costpoint-to-salesforce-rest-api-integration/
https://infotekconsulting.net/infotekbridge-costpoint-to-microsoft-office365-rest-api-integration/



